
I can ask someone in a shop for the
ingredients I am looking for.
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www.edschange.org

Suite L  134-140 Old Pittwater
Road, Brookvale, 2100

Contact

We started by making our chocolate cake
which was in honour of Jonah's birthday.
Splitting into small groups meant everyone
had a hands on role in reading the
ingredients, adding what we needed into a
bowl and getting the mixture into a tin.

Once we had put the cakes in to bake we got
started on the toasted sandwiches. This
recipe has become second nature to everyone
and therefore some individuals are able to
complete it almost independently. Our next
focus is sourcing the equipment we need as
this is often our stumbling block.

To this weeks addition of the newsletter. Whilst we
were slightly low on staff this week, Jack ended up
coming to our rescue (he heard the word cake and
turned up in the car park ASAP!) We had a wonderful
session this week, getting out and about for a hot drink
to warm up. After re grouping and making our
shopping lists we headed to IGA. Everyone is now
becoming very comfortable with IGA, especially with
the deli counter where some of the group ordered
some fresh cut ham for our sandwiches.

Once we had sourced everything we needed for our
sandwiches we also picked up what we needed for our
chocolate cake and headed back to base to turn the
oven on and get cooking.
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Welcome!
    

Don't forget to check out our antics on our new
instagram account for Eds. Change (@eds.change)
Katie regularly posts videos and pictures up there.

Next week we are looking forward to being
overstaffed as we have some new starters shadowing
our team ready for work in future weeks. We will
introduce them in the next newsletter.

Best, 
The Eds. Change Team.
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